PAX MOOT
BILINGUAL MOOT CONFLICT OF LAWS/DROIT INTERNATIONAL PRIVE
Sciences Po – Law School / école de droit

Sciences Po Law School is delighted to announce the 6th edition of the inter-university
Private international law Moot Competition. Sciences Po Law School has been organizing a
bilingual moot court on Private International Law in the past 5 years. This 6th edition will be
going global and will be called the PAX Moot.
The inter-university PAX Moot will include teams from universities in Europe and beyond.
We thank the following institutions for their support and willingness to open the
competition to their students: Sorbonne University Paris I, London School of Economics,
HEC, Heidelberg University, Luxembourg University, Cambridge University, University College
London (UCL), King’s College London, University of Antwerp, Erasmus University, Université
Libre de Bruxelles (ULB), Sciences Po Law School. Participation is also open to US exchange
students from Harvard, Columbia, Duke, Northwestern, Northeastern, Duke and Penn law
schools. Registration is (still) possible until January 31th 2018.
The concept and goal of the PAX Moot is to study and apply private international law for the
resolution of cross border disputes through a concrete problem “the Case” and to train law
students and practitioners of tomorrow in arguing and analysing complex global legal
questions in international litigation.
The Jury of the PAX Moot consists of panels of Moot Court Judges. In previous years, the
panel has been comprised of at least three professional judges, faculty professors, practicing
lawyers, or members of the Hague Conference of Private international law

THE RULES
The Teams
Participating establishment will select 4 students for the the Moot Competition. Each
team should thus comprise of a maximum of 4 students. However, a team may have
‘supporting’ students, but these students are not not potential speakers or mooters)
Students must be registered in a M1, M2, JD or LLM program.

















Language
The Sciences Po Moot has traditionally always been bi-lingual English/French. Special
language requests for additional languages will be considered. Each participant
(including the judges) may participate in French or in English
The Rounds
The Moot Competition will consist in oral arguments only and will take place in two
rounds.
o A General Eliminatory Round will be held in Paris at the International
Chamber of Commerce (ICC) on 22 May 2017.
o The Final Round will be held on 1 June 2018 in The Hague; the "legal capital
of the world" and home of The Hague Conference of Private International
Law.
The General Eliminatory Round will consist of TWO PARRALEL SESSIONS of three
MOOT SESSIONS covering the participating establishments.
Each MOOT SESSION will consist in two teams representing one side of the parties
(claimant or defendant) and will deal with a specific question or legal issue arising out
of the Case. (For example jurisdiction, applicable law, recognition, etc.)
The question or legal issue to be treated will be assigned by lottery by the President
of the Court at the opening of the hearing.
The position of claimant/defendant will be assigned by lottery by the President of the
Court at the opening of each moot session.
Hence, each team has to be prepared to plead either for claimant or defendant as
well as to plead any specific questions and legal issues of the Case.
Each team will select for itself the best speakers and decide who will speak on behalf
of their teams.
It is IMPERATIVE that the time constraints be respected
NO NOTES ALLOWED (except bullet points on a small post-card – OTHER NOTES
WILL NOT BE PERMITTED AND TEAMS MAY BE SANCTIONED IF LONGER NOTES ARE
USED
The Case
The hypothetical will be made available to participants on January 31th 2018.
There will be no official ‘list of issues’. It is up to the teams to analyse the case and
find the underlying legal issues and arguments for each side.
If teams need any particular clarification regarding the facts (not on the legal issues)
of the case, they should contact the PAX Moot Team and further clarifications will be
provided wherever needed. Any questions teams may have can be addressed to
helene.vanlith@sciencespo.fr or horatia.muirwatt@sciencespo.fr

MOOT SCHEDULE
GENERAL ELIMINATORY ROUND
Paris, Tuesday 22 May 2018 15:00 – 19:00
International Chamber of Commerce (ICC)
33-43 avenue du Président Wilson
75116 Paris
France

SESSION I 15:00 – 18:00
A.
B.
C.

Team 1 - 20 min versus Team 2 - 20 minutes
Team 3 - 20 min versus Team 4 - 20 minutes
Team 5 – 20 min versus Team 6 – 20 minutes

= WINNER A
= WINNER B
= WINNER C

SESSION II 15:00 -18:00
D.
E.
F.

Team 7 – 20 minutes versus Team 8 – 20 minutes
Team 9 – 20 minutes versus Team 10 – 20 minutes
Team 11 – 20 minutes versus Team 12 – 20 minutes

= WINNER D
= WINNER E
= WINNER F

RULING OF THE COURT - The 6 WINNING TEAMS of the Paris Rounds go to The Hague for the FINALS

FINAL ROUND
The Hague, Friday 1 June 2018 (time TBC)
Peace Palace
Historical Reading Room
Carnegieplein 2,
2517 KJ The Hague,
The Netherlands

SEMI FINAL
1.
2.
3.

WINNER A versus WINNER D
WINNER B versus WINNER E
WINNER C versus WINNER F

RULING OF THE COURT – SELECTION OF THE TWO BEST TEAMS

FINAL
Team 1 versus Team 2

RULING OF THE COURT – ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE WINNING TEAM AND BEST SPEAKER

THE CASE/ LE CAS
Bolivian farmer sues Dutch energy giant for contributing to climate change.

In the middle of the pristine Amazon rainforest, where (as the guidebooks tell) the lore of ageold indigenous traditions remains embedded in the cultural fabric, a Bolivian farmer, Luciano
Diego Oliva, takes on the Dutch energy giant DEG for damages for contributing to climate change.
Joined to date by over 1000 small holders throughout Bolivia and further afield in Peru, he says
he is acting in the name of the river-dwelling farming community, and furthermore in the
interests of humanity in general. He has brought the case indivually, as representative of the
local community and in the name of human-kind, against DEGMum, DEGho and DEGBo, before
the Court of first instance in Amsterdam. DEG, the world’s fourth-largest electricity producer,
has long insisted the Bolivian’s case has no legal basis.
His immediate concern is to protect his hometown of Rurrenabaque, situated along the bank of
the Beni River, from the risk of overflow from a swollen glacier lake. He fears the effects far
downriver of enormous volumes melting snow and ice. He alleges that DEG’s industrial projects,
including the construction of six giant dams upriver, are the cause of the immediate risk but also
that, as one of the world’s top emitters of climate-altering carbon dioxide, DEG is more generally
responsible for climate change and its deleterious effects on the health of farming communities,
modes of production and cultural forms of life.
Luciano bases his claims on a 2013 climate study which found that DEG was responsible for
0.5% of global emissions “since the beginning of industrialisation”. He says this makes the firm
at least partly responsible for his plight. The claim is based on the findings of a scientific
report ‘The Economic Case for Climate Action in the United States’ (https://feu-us.org/), published
online by the Universal Ecological Fund, according to which the cost of climate change runs to at

least 50 billion dollars per year in the United States alone. The claim is based on the idea that
every energy giant should bear a part of the global cost.
The energy giant DEG is a corporate group. It comprises DEGMum, incorporated in Holland (the
corporate headquarters in the city of Amsterdam), whose securities are traded on NASDAQ,
NYSE, AMEX and Euronext. Its industrial activities in Bolivia are run by DEGBo. One among
many satellites in the DEG corporate group worldwide, DEGBo is a Bolivian subsidiary of
DEGHo, a holding company incorporated in the Cayman Islands. DEGHo holds 100% of DEGBo
stock. DEGMum holds 51% of the capital of DEGHo. The corporate directors of DEGMum are
mainly Dutch, but DEGHo’s management is mainly British, and largely domiciled in London,
where most decisions are actually made. Indeed, most of DEHMum’s daily decision-making also
takes place at DEGHo’s corporate offices in central London. DEGBo’s top management is
composed exclusively of Bolivian nationals. A leaked internal memo attributed to DEGMum
management suggests concern that DEGBo, which seems to enjoy a fair degree of decisional
autonomy, has not respected the limits set by DEGMum as to carbon emissions by its
subsidiaries.
Luciano Diego Oliva brought his action in the city of Amsterdam. He won a small but significant
legal victory on Monday 17th December 2017, when the Amsterdam court said the action had
merit. The court’s decision not to throw out the case immediately was hailed as a win by climate
change activists. The court has written “legal history”, said Hans Pink, chairman of the pressure
group Dutchwatch that is advising Luciano. Luciano’s lawyer, Doug Lombroso, partner of
Lombroso Malls Pickering, a global law firm based in Amsterdam with offices in New York and
Mexico, says it is important to salute this victory but to remain prudent, for there is still a long
road ahead.
After hearing oral arguments from both sides, the court said Luciano’s claim was “admissible”,
paving the way for the case to proceed. “It’s good news for the many potential plaintiffs
worldwide who will be emboldened to take action themselves,” he told AFP. The court said it
would give both sides until 30th June 2018 to provide further arguments before deciding on the
next steps, but that it was “likely” the case would proceed to hearing evidence.
The claim is for a declaratory judgement on the liability of DEG for its contribution to global
climate change and specifically for the effects of climate change suffered in the past 10 years in
Bolivia and Peru. Additionally, the claim is for €17,000 ($20,000) will help pay for flood defences
for the local community, plus an additional €6,384, which Luciano himself has spent on
protective measures.
After the decision, DEG reiterated its view that the complaint was “not acceptable” and was even
“unjustified,” arguing that a single company cannot be held liable for specific consequences of
climate change. It disputes the relevance of the group composed of disparate farmers.
Luciano, furthermore, has applied for emergency or interim measures in both Bolivia and
Amsterdam in order to obtain an immediate cessation of DEG’s industrial projects. He has also
filed for injunctive relief to similar effect, and a freezing order over DEG’s assets worldwide from
the High Court in London.

DEG has filed a claim for a negative declaration of non-liability against Luciano Diego Oliva and
the small holders of Rurrenabaque before the High Court in London. It has also filed an
arbitration claim against Bolivia under the Dutch-Bolivian bilateral investment treaty, 1992.
Although the treaty is terminated, DEG claims that its investments are nevertheless protected
because they are anterior to 2009. It says it envisages filing a RICO claim in New York against
Lombroso Malls Pickering, because it suspects that the global law firm has induced false
testimony by the Bolivian and Peruvian smallholders in relation to evidence of the possible and
actual effects of the swelling of the Beni River on their own livelihood.
Now imagine the next steps. On appeal before the Court of Appeals of Amsterdam, DEG
challenges the jurisdiction of the Amsterdam court in first instance. DEG’s legal spokesperson Mr
Kay also declares, preventively, that DEG disputes the admissibility of the claim and expresses
confidence in the fact that the Court will “intervene rapidly and put an end to the whole
ridiculous affair”.
Students must be prepared to argue any of these issues on all possible points of law. They must
also envisage the hypothesis that the proceedings continue beyond the jurisdictional stage, and
must be prepared to answer on the law governing the merits (including issues of public policy).
They must consider whether Luciano’s action can proceed or not as a collective claim. They must
take account of the possibility that parallel proceedings give rise to a judgment in England, as
well as potential issues of enforcement and emergency measures in Bolivia. The same goes for
possible RICO proceedings in New York. There may also be simultaneous investment arbitration
proceedings, so that students must also be ready to envisage possible developments in that
process, too.

